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Prologue

Some of us grow small, some grow tall. Some become thin, 
others fat. Often people have brown eyes, more rarely 
green. Some play the piano with their long fingers, others 
need glasses to read. Before we see the light of day, our 
body has already decided on a certain blood group. Our 
hair can become red, brown, black or blond and of course 
a lot of varieties of that. Many traits occur in a wide 
range of variations and are...genetically inherited.
Our genes determine how we look and often what we can do 
and how. Genetic inheritance is the passing on of gene-
tic information. In humans, this occurs through sexual 
reproduction.

The approximately 100,000 genes of humans are distribu-
ted over 23 pairs of chromosomes, which are located in 
each cell nucleus. Physical characteristics such as sta-
ture, blood type or hair color are inherited. Inherited 
are also the susceptibility to diseases, the resistance, 
but also typical behavior patterns such as fearfulness 
or self-confidence and skills such as craftsmanship or 
musical talent.

Sounds simple, doesn‘t it?
It isn‘t.

Human relationships also have a lasting influence on our 
genes.
This is where so-called epigenetic comes into play:
„The term „epigenetic“ is composed of the words genetics 
and epigenesis, i.e. the development of a living being. 
Epigenetics is considered the link between environmental 
influences and genes: It helps determine under which cir-
cumstances which gene is switched on and when it becomes 
silent again. Experts refer to this as gene regulation.“

So apparently our genetic material often also contains 
information about the living conditions of our grandpa-
rents. If our grandparents had for example, traumatic 
experiences or suffered from depression, their grand-
children were more likely than average to suffer from 
the same.
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Introduction

In a short film, we want 
to make use of a very 
special genre of film that 
is actually there to sell 
something and give capi-
talism a helping hand. 
However, these are not 
classic advertising clips 
but the so-called „Home-
shopping“ (teleshopping 
in German). A product is 
advertised to end consu-
mers via continuous TV 
commercials and, in the best case, sold (for capita-
lism). In my personal memory, the advertised products 
are often, let‘s say, not things that are essential for 
survival, which shine completely overpriced on TV as if 
they were Svarovski stones (which were certainly also 
once sold in home shopping). However, these things are 
sold by highly motivated sellers who are of course abso-
lutely serious in their field, as if they were essential 
for survival. Just like in „EpiCgenetics“.

You have inherited an epigenetically inherited trauma 
from your ancestors? Then take EpiCgenetics (whether as 
a pill or a juice) and bam, you feel better!

Title      
EpiCgenetic

Lenght (approx.)
5 Min.

Genre
Tragic comedy?/Comercial           

Laguage
English
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Intention
Trauma and depression are serious and still tabooed 
problems. The so-called epigenetics tries to get to the 
bottom of the origin of these psycologial illnesses. I 
wanted to approach the interplay of problem and solution  
á la „Post Irony“ trying to approach through humor, a 
seriousness that still seems to be daunting for a nor-
mative society.
The stranger, the funnier, the more grotesque and exag-
gerated, the clearer the problem becomes. These diseases 
exist and they affect us all. You can‘t just ignore them 
and then „poof“ they‘re gone. Or can you? Mental illnes-
ses are still not taken seriously. That‘s why I didn‘t 
want to take them seriously in the film, so that this 
problem becomes clear. You can‘t just swallow a pill and 
„bang“ it‘s all gone. Of course, antidepressants may be 
a good solution for momentary lows, but the first step is 
to give the problem serious attention and not to laugh 
it away. I wanted to show the opposite in the film „Epic-
genetic“. When the „depressed looser“ swallows the pill, 
he gets better in no time. Problem solved or not? - No.

Setting / Mood
Outside of the imagined context, strong genre films often 
function in the exact opposite of their format-conditio-
ned form. That‘s why I chose an over-the-top infomercial 
hosted by an annoying commercial spokesman with a tooth-
paste smile in an advertising studio that seems to be 
straight out of the 1950s. So that the intention of this 
genre is exactly reversed by irony. It is to show how bad 
the ignorance of the capitalist society is, in which a 
depression can simply be spirited away with a brilliant 
medicine and bang you are again a capable little mouse 
in the hamster wheel of productivity. Another scenario 
would be the „great North American dream“ couple regai-
ning their toothpaste smile as they find the solution to 
all their problems: EpiCgenetic. Again, the exaggerated 
Barbie/Kenn characters are used to show how terrible it 
can be to be perfect. 
The setting is that of an U.S. suburb and could also be 
compared to the cooking shows famous in the 1950s (which 
Martha Rossler already made fun of in her „Semiotics of 
the kitchen“ 1975). Everything that shines is perfect and 
also in addition not real and actually hard depressing. 
But anyway, as long as the advertising wheel turns, you 
can save 5 cents on your way back to work.
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Narrator
The story is composed of two scenarios, each discussed 
by the same person in the O-ton. The presenter in the 
studio is also the speaker in the commercial. In the 
commercial, however, you can clearly hear his efforts to 
make his voice „manlier“ so that his attempts to mob the 
depressed main character are more effective. 
In the advertising studio, the narrator is a damn am-
bitious salesman who will walk over corpses and still 
always be grandma‘s favorite. In the Epicgenetic commer-
cial, he continues to speak as a salesman, but even more 
so, he speaks as a kind of motivational coach for the 
couple, who really just need to swallow a pill to get 
back on top of the world. The fact that the presenter of 
the commercial and at the same time the presenter in the 
studio also takes a few Epicgenetics before the show is 
not in doubt.
This shows us his creepily over-excited manner and his 
much too white toothpaste smile.
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Characters
Everyone in this film is both a victim and a player in 
capitalism and very cis-heteronormative, as well as se-
xist. Both the couple perform their role as „Barbie and 
Ken“ and the presenter as a charmer and also persistent 
salesman.

Tone / Style
This whole thing is definitely over-the-top irony, if 
there even is such a thing. The tone is overwrought, 
almost invasive, and really unpleasantly forceful. „The 
style is comic bookish, with loud sound effects, pop co-
lors (when Epicgenetic is in play) and drab tones (when 
Epicgenetic isn‘t). Clearly, fake everything.
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Script:

4:3 format (movie look)

Original sound: in overdriven sound with strong US Ame-
rican accent, a man with deep voice says in a suffering 
tone:
„Already had a few depressions today? Once again the 
feeling that you are dealing with a traumatic experien-
ce? Not in the mood for anything? There‘s nothing in your 
bed except bedbugs? You haven‘t felt happy for a long 
time? Not even a little grin on your face?

„Swoosh-Sound“ - rip pan

1 Sequence: 4:3 B/W e.g. A man listless, wrapped in a 
thick blanket and lying on the sofa in a dark room sighs.

2 sequence: 4:3 b/w A skinny cat jumps on the man, he 
wants to pet it, then the cat hisses and curls up to 
sleep.

(OS-Man-voice): „He almost screams this time: get your 
damn ass off the sofa! because luckily there is a solu-
tion for all your problems: EPIIIIC Genetic.“

3 Sequence: 4:3 color picture A „normatively perfect“ 
cis couple is standing in the sunshine in front of their 
white dream house in the garden. She has her garden 
rubber gloves on and still looks perfect. He‘s hot and 
grinning into the camera with his white teeth. It is the 
man who once lay wrapped on the sofa.

Original sound (man from couple): „I‘m Mike and since 
I‘ve been taking EpicGenetics I feel better than ever 
before!“
Original sound (woman of the couple): She snuggles up 
to him: „Yes, and it hasn‘t been this good in bed for a 
long time!“
Both laugh merged into the camera.

In a bad 90s shooting effect, a lettering comes into the 
picture and a bell sounds. „EPIC GENETIC“

Sound of a choir: „Wanna feel EPIC - take Epig Genetiiii-
ic“.
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4 Sequence 16:9 color picture: We are in a commercial 
Studio. At the top and bottom of the picture are anima-
ted belly bands flying through the screen from left to 
right. Everything is flashing, many sounds are heard and 
in a powerful and seductive voice an elegantly dressed 
„serious“ looking commercial spokesman declares in a se-
ductive but also powerful tone:

„Wanna feel EPIC - 
take Epic Genetiiiiic“.

He explains further about the drug and also says that 
he has been using it for a long time because his great-
grandfather was in the war at that time and he realized
that he carries his grandads trauma with him.

+++ADVERTISEMENT on EPICGENETIC establishing shot++++

5 sequence 16:9 color picture: A woman in a pink tight 
dress and a man topless but with a bow tie come to the 
commentator. They carry golden tablets with the
medicine in all possible variations in.

Commercial spokesman (completely exaggerated): „Oh do-
esn‘t that look wonderful? The drugs, too, of course! 
He grins at the half-naked woman, who only smiles back 
fleetingly and disappears again with her half-naked col-
league.“

Advertising spokesman: „0.001% of the proceeds for the 
drug go to a SoS children‘s village on Sylt. If there are 
no children in the village, the money goes to the local 
seal rescue. Call now and secure 5% off your first pack 
of Epiiiic Genetics.“ 
(While the presenter says that, he coughs)
„If you refer us, you‘ll also get a plastic spoon in the 
original Epic genetics turquoise for taking your favor-
ite drops.“

Suddenly there is a glorious sound and the sound of a 
siren.

„OMG if you call now you might be our 100,000 caller*! 
Then you get a set for only 99,95€ instead of a whopping 
113,13, €.“
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6 Sequence 16:9 color picture: The man from the commer-
cial, who by taking EPIC Genetis got „happier“, runs 
disoriented and with a Lolli in the mouth as well as 
only in underwear. The commercial presenter tries to 
discreetly lead him out of the picture again, with the 
help of a camera operator with a headset who can be seen 
briefly in the picture.

The commercial announcer: „Thanks Larry“ and then to the 
confused man who is walking through the picture: „Well 
Mike, havent you stopped taking Epicgenetics..you proba-
bly missed one in the afternoon didn*t you buddy?“

As soon as he is alone in the studio again he looks into 
the camera and says the slogan: „Wanna feel EPIC - take 
Epig Genetiiiiic“.

„We will now take a break from our commercial but we will 
be back in 10 Minutes! Take your chance to be happy and 
epic and buy Epiiiic Genetic!“

New comercial with same actor (from EPICGENETIC COMERI-
AL) plays. Now it‘s an ad for pills to get you off your 
pill addiction.
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Quellen:

Abb 1.: https://www.werbewoche.ch/de/allgemein/diverses/2017-06-18/home-
shopping-sender-trotz-online-konkurrenz-mit-umsatzsteigerung/

Abb 2.: https://www.autoservicepraxis.de/nachrichten/kfz-werkstatt/gewaehr-
leistung-neues-im-gewaehrleistungsrecht-2915731

Abb 3.: https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2016/04/07/selling-to-libra-
ries-vs-selling-to-users/

Abb 4.: https://fortune.com/longform/donald-trump-businessman/

Abb 5.: https://pin.it/6BPyMM6

Abb 6.: https://www.amazon.de/Barbie-and-Ken-Doll-2-pack/dp/B014DEISGQ

Info über Epigenetik:
https://www.planet-wissen.de/natur/forschung/epigenetik/index.html


